Abstract

Is there a Canadian labour film? After a century of film production in Canada, the answer is uncertain. Canadian workers do appear in a variety of documentary and feature film productions, but their presence often arises from the incidental processes of documentation and fictionalization. There is also a more purposeful body of work focused on the concerns of labour history, but its promise remains relatively underdeveloped. Although film has become one of the dominant languages of communications at the
Welcome to Canada. Mohammed Alsaleh is a young Syrian refugee granted asylum in Canada after fleeing torture and imprisonment by the Assad regime. While rebuilding his life in Vancouver, he assists newly-arrived Syrian refugee families to resettle, finding new homes and new beginnings. READ REVIEW. A Stop-Motion retelling of one of the director’s ‘most beautiful but terrible’ experiences of his life - the time he drank deer blood. Next Previous. Welcome to Canada. 19 MIN. Documentary about Hope in Live-Action. Directed By Adam Loften & Mary Fowles Produced By Go Project Films Made In Canada. Jason Sondhi. I had to fight myself to watch Welcome to Canada, and I expect you might have to as well, but I encourage you to try. women that work as sanitation workers. for the New York City Department of Sanitation today he’s going to show me. essence of the job will stay the same. New York will always need people to collect and take away its garbage. for most of us our responsibility ends when we leave garbage bins on the side it’s easy to forget people like rob but imagine what would happen if they didn’t do their job. [Music]. sanitation workers provide an essential service they work to make our city a cleaner healthier and more pleasant.